Support for potential MSCA postdoctoral fellows and supervisors within the Fostering Science programme

Registration @: https://fosteringdays.sciencesconf.org

**Introductory Webinar for supervisors**

Focus on eligibility and evaluation criteria:
- Context and definitions of MSCA Individual Actions
- Evaluation procedure and criteria
- Benefits for supervisors
- Before you start writing: project development
- Before you start writing: recruitment of excellent postdoctoral researchers

**Focus on main concepts:**
- Context and definitions
- Project modalities
- Evaluation procedure and criteria
- How to develop a winning project
- Template and writing strategy

**Focus on proposal writing:**
- Research: 1.1 + 1.2 + 3.1
- Training: 1.3
- Postdoctoral Fellow: 4 + 1.4 + 2.3
- Host and Supervisors: 1.3 + 3.1 + 3.2
- Scientific and societal impact: 2.1 + 2.2
- Chapters 5-7

**Focus on CV and project idea:**
- 45 min. Zoom clinics
- Written feedback on CV
- Priority rules apply*

**Focus on proposal:**
- 1.5 hrs. Zoom review meeting
- Written feedback on full proposal
- Priority rules apply*

**2 Webinars for supervisors and fellows**

Live webinar
**Tuesday March 30**
13h00-16h00

Live webinar
**Tuesday May 11**
13h00-15h00

>10 online animated tutorials

Live webinar
**Tuesday May 18**
13h00-15h00

Clinics: **May 25 + May 26**
Reviews: to be scheduled in **July / Aug**

* offered to fellows + supervisors who attended the complete programme